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Message from the
Editor …
“Often when you think you're at the end of something,
you're at the beginning of something else.” ― Fred Rogers
It has been a year since my last editor’s message
and what a year it has been. As I glance out of my
office window into an empty campus courtyard, I
realise how much we miss having our students on
campus. The continuous chatter and sudden outburst
of laughter seem to be a distant memory now but I
know this is not a time to be nostalgic. In fact, as the
nation continues our battle against Covid-19, every
one of us has to remain motivated and hopeful.
Despite the many restrictions, we still had a busy
year with many activities held for and by the
students, mostly with the aim of giving back to the
community.
As educators, my colleagues have worked doubly
hard the past one year, adapting and innovating their
teaching delivery; to help our students on their
learning journey while staying safe at home.
Adaptation is truly the key word and the one trait that
has ensured our continued commitment to academic
excellence.
Our students themselves have proven to be a tough
and resilient group. As I have said on numerous
occasions, all the skills they are developing now while
attending online classes, organising virtual project
group meetings and even conducting their
presentations online will work to their advantage when
they leave Sunway College JB for further studies or
when they enter the workforce. Our students are
definitely pandemic-proof and future ready!

Our students’ parents have also been pillars of
support since day one. The many occasions of
parents (and sometimes, grandparents) peeping
into our students’ screen during online classes
have put smiles on the lecturers’ faces. I believe
it was difficult initially for many of them to figure
out how online classes work but we truly
appreciate the cooperation and understanding
shown to us.
The days ahead seem optimistic though, with
vaccination
rates
increasing
within
the
community and all of us having learnt to cope
with the pandemic. I believe it will not be long
before we get to see our students running about
in the Campus soon and when it happens,
adaptation will once again be a key word as we
all learn to live with Covid.
In the meantime, stay safe and stay healthy!

Ong Mei Mei
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Sunway College JB @ A Glance
Learning By Doing
Diploma in Events Management students volunteered as part
of the crew at the O2O Home Expo Johor Bahru @ CATHAY
Eco Spring involving an opening ceremony which was
conducted both online and offline, photography club
challenge, cycling challenge, autoshow, kids activities and a
home expo.
The students were assigned tasks such as making sure
visitors followed the SOPs in place at the entry and exit
points, manning the kids activities booth and online traffic
administration.

Industry Interview Project
Final year Diploma in Hotel Management students took
learning to a whole new level for their work experience
assignment. They enjoyed the unique experience of playing
‘interviewer’ to ‘candidates’ from the management level at
leading hotel brands.
Through this project, the students gained first-hand insights
into the world behind the glitz and glamour of an international
hotel property as well as the sales and marketing strategies
for business development.

Maintaining Academic Integrity
A team of Pre-University lecturers leading the
college's BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) initiative
presented at the Seminar on Internal-External Quality
Assurance (SieQA) which brought together expert
panellists, speakers and participants from academia
and the various quality assurance authorities in the
region to discuss how higher education institutions
have been responding in this period of major change.
The recognition of the paper presented is testament
to the quality of delivery and integrity of the online
assessments conducted by the college.
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Sunway College JB @ A Glance
Taking Events and Activities to the Virtual Space
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way we gather, communicate and grow. Since
then, staff from Student Services have taken to the virtual realm to organise and host
student events and activities. As current SOPs and guidelines do not permit face-to-face
gatherings, the team has continued to keep students socially engaged, entertained and most
importantly, safe.

FESTIVE CHEER
To keep the festive seasons alive, several contests were organised
using interactive online applications such as Kahoot! and WordWall.
Participants took to the virtual space to count the number of ‘ang
pows’ and solve word puzzles in addition to sharing photos of their
favourite Hari Raya food and guessing answers to riddles based on
traditions of these festive celebrations.

FRESHIES’ NIGHT
The Freshies’ Night 2021 was conducted virtually via MS Teams for
the very first time to allow new students from different programmes
to get to know each other, network and be entertained by
performances. The one and a half hour event also saw creative
ways to interact in the new normal where some lucky students won
prizes!

CHECKING OUT THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
With the help of satellite imagery, aerial
photography, street maps and 360° panoramic
views on Google Maps, students had fun
exploring, ‘virtually’ searching for landmarks and
hot spots around Mount Austin in a treasure hunt
type team challenge.

MERDEKA
We put the knowledge of students to the test with the
Merdeka Kahoot! Malaysia – My Country, My Home
contest. For each week in the months of August and
September, students logged in to answer a series of
questions about Malaysia ranging from history to
current issues to win prizes.
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Sunway College JB @ A Glance
‘Ask Me Anything’ Initiative
The onset of Covid-19 and the adaptation to the new normal
have brought about anxiety and confusion to many students.
Guidance and Counselling @ Student Services collaborated
with Dr Fabian, a psychiatrist from Hospital Permai to answer
mental health related questions from students. Dr Fabian also
shared ways to build mental resilience and combat stress during
this pandemic.

Eh, 1 Meter Lah!

A college-wide campaign aptly themed ‘Eh, 1 Meter Lah!’
was launched to raise awareness and encourage physical
distancing among the campus community. Organised by
students of Diploma in International Business August 2019,
Diploma in Marketing April 2019 and Diploma in Information
Technology August 2019 as part of their Community
Service
course assignment,
the students raised
awareness through several activities in line with the theme.
Among these were a photo competition, sharing of weekly physical distancing memes on
the College Instagram and Safe-Distancing Advocates who patrolled around campus in a
bid to remind everyone to observe physical distancing.

Providing A Home Away From Home
Living apart from family for the first time can be daunting.
As part of the welcome for new residents and to help them
settle in to on-campus living, staff from the Sunway College
Residence together with Guidance and Counselling
organised activities for the residents to bond and get to
know each other.

Accounting Professional Avenue (APA) Quiz Challenge 2021
ACCA programme students Lim Zhi Shao and Lim Wei En did
the College proud by emerging champion and first runner-up
respectively in the Accounting Professional Avenue (APA) Quiz
Challenge 2021 organised by University Sains Malaysia (USM).
The competition was introduced to provide participants with
opportunities to enhance their accounting skills and to be
prepared in embracing changes in the business world.
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Sunway College JB @ A Glance
Virtual Education Campaign on Covid-19
The final semester students of the Diploma in Health Care
Management April 2019 truly showcased understanding and
maturity about Covid-19. To align with the nation’s aim to
achieve herd immunity, their presentations covered
fundamental information ranging from correct hand washing
techniques to the current talking point on facts and myths
relating to vaccines.
The event also included guest speakers from SEGi University and Perdana University.

For a Good Cause
From face-to-face events to hybrid mode and now 100%
virtually, these students from the Diploma in Events
Management August 2019 and 2020 completed yet another
successful fundraising event. They conducted live sessions
online which included lucky draws and an online quiz as well as
sold blankets made by single mothers which were later donated
to an old folks home.

River Restoration
The Victoria University Bachelor of Business degree students
turned up the notch for their Community Service course
assignment by making more than 1300 effective microorganism
(EM) mud balls in a day! Used as part of an environmental
conservation effort, these EM mud balls are made of soil, clay,
bokashi and EM as a natural water treatment. The students then
transported and threw the mud balls into Sungai Rekoh with the
help from caretakers of a Siamese Buddhist temple which is
located by the river.

Student Council 2021/2022
The inaugural Student Council was established to be the
official body which represents the collective voice of the
Sunway College JB student community, promote their ideas
and advocate their views and interests. It is a democratic and
non-political body with all students given equal opportunity to
participate. This platform also provides the opportunity to
enhance their social and communication competencies.
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Alumni Success

Hard work and determination key to
Sek Yi’s success
The Covid-19 pandemic did not stop Cambridge A-Level’s Chin
Sek Yi from achieving excellence. Sek Yi who hailed from the
August 2019 cohort, proved that online learning was just as
effective in helping her achieve 4A* in the November 2020
examinations.
“I come from an average family where my parents had always encouraged me to be
independent in studies as well as financially. Throughout my A-Levels, I juggled my time
between studies and tutoring after classes and on weekends. Planning, prioritisation and
time management was crucial in balancing my responsibilities.”
Sek Yi is greatly passionate about natural sciences and was overjoyed when she received
an offer by the National University of Singapore (NUS) to pursue Life Sciences. She
commenced her first semester in August 2021 and we wish her well in her studies.

Bright future ahead for Samuel
He started his studies online amidst the onset of a pandemic and
completed his pre-university programme online as the Covid-19
situation took a turn for the worse. Yet, soon after the release of
results, Monash University Foundation Year (MUFY) student,
Samuel Tang Jia Ern chose to immediately continue with the
Victoria University Bachelor of Business degree programme at
Sunway College JB.
“The MUFY programme gave me a good start as the subjects that I studied helped me
decide on the undergraduate course,” said Samuel who achieved an impressive MUFY
score of 95.88 and the Award of Excellence for achieving the highest score in English
Unit 1.
“My lecturers were always supportive and understanding – we have developed a firm
relationship along the way and we talked about almost anything!”
Currently pursuing a major in accounting, Samuel is certain of this field because this
pathway will lead him to his dream of becoming a chartered accountant.
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Academic Achievements

EZEKIEL YAP SIEW REN

ANG YAN

Monash University Foundation Year
Award of Excellence
English Unit 2

Cambridge A-Levels
Outstanding Cambridge Learner Award
AS Level Physics

SAMUEL TANG JIA ERN

LIM YAN ZHE

Monash University Foundation Year
Award of Excellence
English Unit 1

ACCA Qualification
Global Prize
Financial Reporting
Financial Management

CHAN CHIH CHING

WONG HUI SI

ACCA Qualification
Malaysia Prize
Audit & Assurance

LIM ZHI SHAO
ACCA Qualification
Malaysia Prize
Foundations in
Financial Management

ACCA Qualification
Malaysian Top 3 Affiliates
3rd placing

NG YU QING
ACCA Qualification
Malaysia Prize
Advanced
Financial Management

WILSON TAN

ERIC KHOO WEN SIANG

ACCA Qualification
Malaysia Prize
Maintaining
Financial Records

ACCA Qualification
Global Prize
Taxation
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